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PRESIDENT’S PAGE
As one of our two Vice Presidents I was asked to step into the
President’s position until the AGM in May.
I would like to thank both Kirsty and Helen for their respective
roles as Secretary and President. As a small Breed we have fewer people to
draw from for these job roles but as a committee we are very successful in what
we do. This is due to the time and effort from our very capable members.
I am looking forward to this year’s AGM and tour in the Wairarapa; let’s hope
Covid doesn’t upset our plans this year.
Graeme and Judy Evan’s sale will be a great opportunity for new and existing
breeders to expand their herds. The Evanlea Stud represents a great cross
section of Red Poll genetics and a culmination of long years of effort and cattle
selection.
I’m sure Graham and Judy will remain part of the Red Poll Family and maintain
an interest in the breed. They are both currently helping with the committee,
Judy with updating our Website/Minute Secretary and Graeme as co treasurer,
for the time being, with Warwick Potts.
Finally, I would like to wish all members good luck with their farming
endeavours for this autumn. It certainly is exciting to see how a new crop of
calves start to grow out and show promise.
Both Anita and I look forward to seeing you all at the AGM.
Kind Regards

Ian Fleming
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SECRETARY’S SAY
Hello Everyone,

I have been asked to fill this role until the AGM and if the Executive agrees, I
will stay on and include the Treasurer’s role as well, when Graeme retires at the
AGM.
I enjoy being able to catch up with fellow breeders over the phone. Kirsty had
the books etc all nicely boxed for me but there are a lot of boxes!
I thank Kirsty for taking on the Secretary’s role when she had a full casebook
with her midwifery business which did make it onerous for her at times. Not
having previously been a cattle breeder made it doubly difficult.
Also, a big thank to Judy Evans for organising the accommodation, venue and
restaurants for the tour and AGM. Judy will also take the minutes for this AGM.
For those of you who are full members, the Agenda for the 2021 AGM,
programme for the Herd Tour and Minutes from the previous AGM (2019) are
enclosed with this newsletter.
Associate members have the Agenda and programme.
Executive members have the Agenda for the AGM, Programme for the Herd
tour, Minutes from the 2019 AGM and the Minutes from the Executive meeting
held in the Wairarapa in 2020.
Copies of the reviewed Financial Statement will be available at the AGM.
If possible, please email your Herd Reports to me before the AGM.

Warwick Potts
Registrar/Secretary
06 372 7842
redpollassociationnz@gmail.com
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PATRON’S PAGE
Future Gazing
The cattle industry around the world is facing changing times. With cattle as
significant generators of methane gas, which is an undesirable contributor to
atmospheric warming, we are being faced with the challenge of managing that
issue. Some developments with seaweed as cattle fodder appear to offer some
hope as it has been proved that substantial reductions in methane result from
adding processed seaweed, of specific varieties, to cattle fodder.
There are some who are fervent advocates of removing bovines from the planet
to control the problem. That in turn would effectively destroy many subsistence
economies where a couple of cows are the mainstays of their food supply chain.
Any major culling of cattle herds would create the immediate problem of finding
replacement foods which would have to be farmed sea foods or fruit, grains
and vegetables with fowls and pigs filling some of the void and each of those
generates its own pollution problems.
With synthetic meats edging into the beef market, we may find that technology
dictates the food chains of the future. Changes forced by the explosion of
population will force change and create new opportunities to produce huge
volumes of food. I anticipate that those industries will produce food in controlled
environments carefully managing inputs and monitoring all aspects of the
production process.
For us cattle farmers there will be new challenges and pressures, with the
distinct possibility of being forced to reduce the size of the international herd
and that in turn may force those of us with our boutique breed to adapt quickly
if we wish to ensure the future of Red Poll Cattle.

Robin L. Shepherd QSO

NZ RED POLL BADGES
The
Association’s
new
badges
are
ready.
They are well made and beautifully finished and each one comes
in a lovely presentation packet.
$15 each + p & p (About $3.50 for up to 6 badges). Size is
approximately 3cm by 2¾cm.
Order from the Secretary, Warwick Potts, who will supply an invoice and the
badge.
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100 Years since the formation of the NZ Red Poll Cattle
Breeders’ Association Incorporated

From “Red Poll Cattle in New Zealand” by Michael Condon, 1985
With the spread of the Red Poll breed throughout the world and its increasing
popularity in New Zealand, Mr Norman Inder of Dannevirke, took the initiative
in 1921 towards the formation of a Breeders’ Association in New Zealand. He
convened a meeting for this purpose which was held at Palmerston North on
June 22nd, 1921.
A report of the meeting appeared in the New Zealand Dairyman of July 20 th,
1921: “The meeting was most representative and attended by the following:
- J W Harding (Waipukurau), A E Anderson (Piriaka),G D McFarlane (Woodville),
G McFarlane (Shannon), J A Harris (Turakina), N Inder (Dannevirke), G ForsterPratt (Palmerston North), J Stevenson (Central Development Farm), and A W
Green (Ruakura). J L Bruce and J Shepherd of the Department of Agriculture,
Wellington were also present.
Mr G D McFarlane was appointed chairman for the meeting and Mr H S
M Quigley, Dannevirke, recorded the minutes.
Several breeders who were unable to attend the meeting wrote stating
that they were pleased that steps were being taken to form an Association. Mr
WJ McCulloch, Central Development Farm, was unable to be present on account
of illness, and it was decided that a letter of sympathy be sent to him.
Mr J L Bruce addressed the meeting on the value of the Red Poll, and
he placed this breed as first in the order of merit. He also spoke of the
Department’s experience with the Red Poll herd at the Central Development
Farm. Mr A E Anderson, also spoke of his experience with the cattle at Piriaka
and stated that he considered the breed supreme.
Mr J Stevenson also told the meeting of the objects and merit of the
cattle. He commended those present to go ahead and do their utmost to push
ahead the formation of an Association. Other members present also expressed
their views.
Mr N Inder moved and Mr J Bruce seconded: That a New Zealand Red Poll Cattle Breeders Association be formed.
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Mr Green, in speaking to the motion, said that it was high time they
formed the Association, and stated that it was in their great interests to do so.
He gave some very valuable advice to the breeders.
Mr Inder stated the reason he had taken the initiative was that they
could get a Herd Book compiled while the cattle were pure and mixed breeding
had not become prevalent.
The motion was carried unanimously.
Mr Inder moved and Mr J W Harding seconded:That a Council of ten members be formed.
The motion was carried.
The following officers were elected: Patron: Dr C J Reakes, Director General, Department of Agriculture.
President: Hon Sir Heaton Rhodes, M P, Tai Tapu.
Vice Presidents: J L Bruce, Department of Agriculture, Wellington
G D McFarlane, Woodville.
Council: N Inder, Dannevirke
G R Forster-Pratt, Palmerston North
W J McCulloch, Central Development Farm.
A E Anderson, Piriaka.
J A Harris, Turakina.
J W Harding, Waipukurau.
H Gothorp, Rototuna.
T Beadel, Tai Tapu.
Q Donald, Featherston
A W Green, Ruakura.
Secretary and Treasurer N Inder
Bankers: Bank of New Zealand, Dannevirke
Auditor: H S M Quigley, Dannevirke.
A committee consisting of Messrs Bruce, Inder, Forster-Pratt, McCulloch
and G D McFarlane was elected to go into the matter of preparing the rules and
objects of the Association.
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It was decided that the Secretary should post a copy of the rules of the
Australasian Association as well as rules of other cattle breed Associations to
members of the committee, and then the committee to submit to Council a draft
of the rules proposed to be adopted.
The executive of five members will be elected at the first meeting of
the Council.
The meeting concluded with votes of thanks to Norman Inder for calling
the meeting, H S M Quigley for taking the minutes and G D McFarlane for acting
as Chairman.

The first meeting of the Council was held at Weraroa [Levin] on the
19 October, 1921. In the absence of the President, Sir R Heaton Rhodes, Mr J
L Bruce occupied the chair.
The purpose of the meeting was to elect an executive committee and
to discuss the proposed rules of the Association.
The members elected to the executive committee were Sir R Heaton
Rhodes, J W Harding, W J McCulloch, A E Anderson, G R Forster-Pratt and the
Secretary, N Inder.
The rules, which were adopted after a very thorough discussion, were
similar to those which had been adopted earlier by the Australasian Association.
A few minor alterations were made to suit NZ conditions.
The rules included a classification system which provided for the
admission to the Herd Book of graded up animals… [discussion on grading up
classification system ensued…]
Following the adoption of the rules, Council decided that the Secretary
should take the necessary steps to incorporate the Association under the
Incorporated Societies Act of 1908.
It was also decided to donate a cup valued at 5 guineas to the
Dannevirke A & P Association for most points in the Red Poll Section. The cup
to be won three times not necessarily in succession before becoming the
property of the exhibitor.
th
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This photo is of Quentin Donald (absent in photo above) who
was my great great uncle. His family had the “Alloa” herd. It
was founded in 1918. Cattle were registered in Vols I, II and
VI of the Herd Book. The Alloa Herd was dispersed in 1930.
His father started a dairy factory in Featherston supplied by farmers using
mainly Red Poll stock. On the death of his father in 1899 Quentin’s sister Bessie
took over running the Tarureka factory with great success. The factory closed
in 1916. In the family history the cattle are remembered as Red Danes but I
can find no reference to any being imported to NZ & their herd is written up in
our breed history.
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EVANLEA REPORT
Time is creeping up on me and as I contemplate the fact that I will be dispersing
the herd in May I can say I have thoroughly enjoyed my time as a Red Poll
breeder. I will have a catalogue out late April for any breeders who wish to
purchase at the sale. Approximately 20 females including 4 x 2½ year heifers
(1st Calvers) will be for sale. Cows and in calf heifers have been pregnancy
tested in calf.
The cattle have come through summer in great order and calves have grown
out very well.
Spring has been very good as far as grass growth goes. Have made a lot of
supplementary feed this year.
With Covid 19 still raging around the world we will not be having an overseas
holiday for quite some time. I was sure when retirement came you could go
away for holidays and waste time doing whatever you wished. Believe me this
is not the case in this household. Although the breeding cattle are going I will
still be running the farm while I can. Dry stock will replace breeding stock which
will be a lot easier to deal with.
The Red Poll Web page is being updated and I would encourage members to
have a look and let Judy know if anything needs updating.
I hope members register their young stock as this will help the future of the
breed.
Finally, I will not be giving up membership of the Red Polls as I have been to
four World Congress meetings. (United Kingdom, Australia, United States of
America and South Africa) and met some great people who have become good
friends.

Graeme & Judy Evans
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STRATHWELL REPORT
As I write harvest is nearly over with just Watties Beans and Radish left. The
Milling wheat this year yielded well and hopefully the protein will be high to
warrant a good price. Last year our wheat got hit by hail causing a 10% loss.
Luckily, this year we got through unscathed.
On the cattle front, the bull was taken out of the herd at the end of February.
Recently I separated the heifer and bull calves with their respective Dams. This
has to be done to stop any unwanted pregnancies. Certainly, having the two
blocks of land helps to isolate different sexes of cattle.
With Covid being an issue Prime beef is still down on two years ago. I still can’t
understand why the calf sales are attracting a higher price per kilo than prime
beef. Let’s hope with a reduction in plastics, sustainable fibres such as wool will
increase. Since covid hit lambs’ wool has dropped in price from $3.50 kg down
to $1.00 kg and recently back up to $1.60/ kg. At this rate we struggle to pay
for the shearing expenses.
Both Anita and I are looking forward to this year’s tour, a good catch up is long
overdue.
Cheers

Ian and Anita Fleming

Strathwell cattle on the 2016 Canterbury herd tour
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KAIHINAU REPORT

MARCH 2021

The nights are getting cooler and the dews heavier.
We have had a good summer, with enough moisture to keep things green
throughout. Plenty of hay has been made ready for the winter months.
Thankfully, no eczema is showing at this time.
The calves are doing well and will be weaned in May.
We have rising two year old steers and Heifers to sell from both Korora Road,
Pongaroa and on the Kaihinau Road farm.
I have met two persons, one a vet and the other a bacteriologist from Massey
University, involved with Red Poll cattle in the UK. I have intentions of
approaching them to see if they are interested or available at herd tour time.
We are looking forward to
seeing you all in May in the
Wairarapa.
Kind regards

Kath and Kelvin Lane

Same heifers with growing
calves as photographed in the
last magazine.
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STONEY ACRES REPORT
Hello Fellow Breeders,
Everyone around Wiltons Road is asking me if I am retired. Well, if tidying up
the family estate, running the farm and setting myself up as a small tractor
contractor is retired, that’s what I’m doing!
Don’t worry, the cows still have their routine on the farm, eg feeding times and
shifting of fences, but I now see them in the daylight.
In the Wairarapa we have had a fantastic
summer for growing grass. Autumn is a
different story, but I am happy to report that
the stock is still looking good. I was able to
wean my 10 calves and they weighed in 25 30kg above last year’s weights. A good supply
of hay and balage is in stock due to a
regrassing plan and three years of fertiliser
and no real problems.

Cheeky Stoney Acres calf - Not sure I should
be eating this – its green, but… ➢
With winter in mind, I recently sold my surplus stock and all my weaned calves;
this means I will come into winter with good feed on hand. My concentration
will be on my breeding line of 18 purebred Redpoll cows. Rosemarkie Mort’s
Ash is my herd bull and his understudy a young bull, Crofthead Tawari Sioux,
which I bought off Crofthead farms. To add to the mix I have added a small
flock of Shropshire ewes.
The truck is booked to spread some lime and I will get some fertiliser on soon
too.
All will be good for when we get back to the norm whatever that may be!

Neil W Wilton
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ATHBEY FARM
Greetings Fellow Breeders
A great relief that our 2020 spring calving was back to normal. From 23 cows,
we had 1 empty, 1 decided to produce a very rotten (dead) calf and 21
unassisted full of life calves on the ground. This vindicates the harsh measures
we took the previous season in culling the entire blood line that kept presenting
problems. Fortunately, we never sold any of this line to any other breeders.
We strongly believe, with improved pasture and good soil fertility, in this day
and age a beef cow to be economic needs to produce unassisted a calf every
year from a 2 year old. Every empty cow and assisted calf should be culled, no
questions asked. “IF IN DOUBT OUT”, we were taught as young shepherds, if
you want to strengthen the breed, and minimise future problems.
To keep the Red Poll breed a competitive commercial alternative these
standards should be a minimum all our breeders need to work to. Once these
standards are being meet then there is selection room for growth rate, feet etc.
Please don’t be offended by the above comments if you are a successful cattle
breeder. This is our personal view developed over 60 years of farming.
This spring/summer 2020 - 2021 with good grass growth ample baled wrapped
silage and hay has been harvested and stored. Our finishing cattle have just
finished their summer turnip crop and are back on just grass, with the crop
paddock now sown down in a permanent grass mix benefiting from steady rain
as we write this in the second week of March. For extra winter/early spring feed
we are planning to direct drill oats in April. By not disturbing the turf, there
should be less mud when being fed.
About half the finishing cattle on our farm are share farmed with the hope that
not too far in the future our children can take over and we can exit to a less
demanding life beyond the farm gate. When this happens there will be the
question of the Red Poll stud? Circumstances on the day will no doubt dictate.
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Hoping covid stays out of the way as we look forward to a sociable productive
conference in Masterton in May.
May the sun shine and the rain fall as ordered.
Athol & Betty Sowry

A recent photo of some of the Athbey cows and calves 



The other part of the herd
that wouldn’t fit across the
page!
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RANGITIHI SUMMER REPORT.
I write this as another welcome evening shower is drumming on the roof. In
recent weeks we have had more than sixty mm in the rain gauge adding to the
more than one hundred at the end of February. What had threatened to be a
serious drought has turned out to be a great late summer.
It is quite remarkable how recent rain, along with plenty of warm weather
results in bursts of grass growth. I am now faced with the prospect of having
more grass than is immediately needed.
Our two mobs of calves are doing well and the cows continue to have full udders
so our weaning weights should be excellent.
Our calving had happened in two distinct groups which was the result of our
bull going lame early in his mating duties and then having to source a
replacement.
It looks as if we will be able to find good homes for the heifer weaners and
possibly for the bulls, but time will tell.
We continue to amaze visitors when we introduce cows who have calf number
thirteen or fourteen at foot and still are in good matronly shape.
We got in an excellent hay crop and are now planning crop planting for spring
and summer.

Robin Shepherd

The Constitution only gives people the right to
pursue happiness. You have to catch it yourself.

Benjamin Franklin
1706-1790
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INTERNATIONAL RED POLL
CONGRESS SOUTH AFRICA, March
2020 (Only just noticed that I had 2019 in the last issue

but

no one told me so maybe you didn’t notice either - Helen)

If no photo credit it’s taken by me or Warwick.

Thursday 12th March 2020
A nice cool but not cold morning. Breakfast this morning very good. We are 248
metres above sea level. Knysna Lagoon is like glass this morning. We have an
approximately 2 hour long trip to Tsitsikama. Warwick and most of the others
signed up do the Segway Tour. I would have tried the Zipline but Petrusa
wanted everyone to be on the same option. (I convinced myself I would have!)
We began by travelling back over the same road as yesterday. We made a brief
detour into Face Adrenaline at Forest park Village – a bungy jump site Blaukranz
(Blue Cliff). It has a fall of 216 metres. It is the highest commercial bung jump
in the world. We even saw someone take the plunge.
 Some of the amazingly beautiful, handcrafted goods, on display
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There were many small stall holders there with beautiful handcrafts and stone
and wood carvings. Some of the animals were half-life size. Not sure how we’d
get them in the luggage! Unfortunately, we only have so much room and still a
long way to travel.
Eastern Cape is famous for aloes in the wild. We had to watch for roaming cattle
on the roads too. Tsitsikama (Stormriver) Village appeared and the Segway
riders headed off for some training and safety gear.
The

intrepid few all
togged up and ready to go!
Initially they went around a
small obstacle course which
even included a shallow
seesaw.
Warwick,
Dan
Schmiesing
and
Albert
Hancock were soon driving
around like old hands. They
then went on an hour-long
tour
through
local
indigenous forest.
 L-R Graeme Evans (NZ) Dan Schmiesing

(USA) Warwick Potts (NZ) & in the lead,
Albert Hancock (Aus). Photo: Petrusa Marais
Those of us not involved went down to the
village on our bus for coffee. Oops – load
shedding again – til 1.30pm. I went over to
a small café/souvenir shop and spoke with
the woman who ran it. Load shedding is very
frustrating for shop keepers everywhere in
South Africa. After getting permission to sit
at her outdoor table Kathryn Payne, Karl and
Bloom Wellington and I bought a magnum
(no electricity required for one of those) in
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her shop and then sat and chatted with her while she folded serviettes. The
Segway riders whizzed past us on their way around a forest drive – big smiles
all round. When we left, I gave the shop manager a Kiwiana tea towel for being
so good to us. She had two children who I thought might enjoy it.
A few drops of rain appeared as the others returned from their Segway
adventure. We lunched at Marilyn’s 60’s
Diner, still in Tsitsikama – fortunately they
had their own generator and a cooked lunch
was still on offer. Warwick indulged in a
bacon, guacamole and meat pattie burger.
I had French bread, banana, bacon and
maple syrup - had to leave one of the bread
pieces as I had ordered dessert and in true
American fashion my banana split was huge
consisting of chocolate, strawberry and
vanilla ice cream surrounded by mini
marshmallows and nuts with glace angelica
and whipped cream – I can feel the kilos
going on as I write this! Delicious.
 Judy Evans & the banana split
The diner’s décor featured photos
of Marilyn Monroe, Elvis Presley,
James Dean etc and in the
adjoining room was parked an
oversized 1960’s Dodge and a
Ford Fairlane accompanied by
several motorbikes including a
BSA. All this while the jukebox
played music from the era. Very
well done all round.
 Bloom & Karl Wellington (Jamaica) at lunch in Marilyn’ 60’s Diner
Back on the bus to visit the Jukani Wildlife Sanctuary – associated with the Bird
and Monkey Parks we saw the previous day. The animals were mostly animals
rescued from life as illegally kept “pets” and closed down zoos. One tigress, a
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International Congress Photos

Spotted hyena at Jukani Sanctuary

Porcupines at Cango Wildlife Ranch

Two of the Nile crocodiles at Cango

Sculpture at Cango Ostrich Farm

White Bengal tiger at Cango Ranch

Young Nyala antelope at Buffelsdrift
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rescue cat - was noted as being quite aggressive – possibly mistreated in her
previous home. As she lunged at the wire we were told she had been like that
since her arrival at the park. Among the animals seen were a black leopard
(distantly), jaguars & caracals.
 A caracal takes it easy.

Adult usually weighs 7-19kg
There was a handsome white Bengal
tiger, 12 years old who was losing its
sight – caused by inbreeding we
learned. There was also a Siberian
tiger, another Bengal tiger of the usual colour with huge feet; hyenas, lions
including a white lioness, and cheetahs; also, zebra and springbok (not used to
feed the carnivores!). All the females are on
contraceptives as the park does not have room for
breeding. Petrusa expressed disappointment at the tour
but we all thought it satisfactory. For R300 one could
have a photo taken with a cheetah but none of us were
tempted.
Covid 19 (the corona virus) begins to rear its ugly head
around the world. Tomorrow’s planned visit to Van
Gruenens, the blueberry and potato growers, is
cancelled as they are concerned we may be carrying
the infection. The first case has been diagnosed in Cape
Town
The jaguar - magnificent
We have now seen the last of the forested area. As we head back to Simola
Hotel for a round of laundry and dinner that night, it’s Stage Four load shedding
still as the traffic lights are out again – pointsmen on duty.
Petrusa told us a little about her upbringing, saying that Afrikaans children are
brought up to be respectful to adults. Their teachers are Meinfrau or Meinherr
or in English, Madam or Sir. If the person is more than 10 years older than the
child they will be addressed as Oom or Tante – Uncle or Aunt.
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Friday 13th March
Because of the pre-arranged visit being cancelled we were able to visit the
Tourist area of the Knysna waterfront. Here we learned the word lekker
(pronounced laquer) meaning nice, pretty or beautiful. The harbour had many
boats – real Monte Carlo toys! It really was very relaxing to have a cruisy
interlude looking in the shops. Graeme Evans shook the moths from his wallet
and shouted Warwick and me a coffee each. We also learned here that the “Big
Five” game animals are so called because they are the most dangerous when
hunted on foot.

We were in the vicinity of the Outeniqua Mountains (the word is from the native
Khoikhoi language and means “they who bear honey”. We are on our way from
Knysna to George then eventually up to Oudsthorn and to Buffelsdrift where we
will stay the night – 4 star glamping! It was foggy for a while and along Kymans
River (gorge). Residents there, park on the roadside and boat over to their
houses on the other side. As we pass through George, we only see the one
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neighbourhood – very nice, but apparently only coloured live there. Outeniqua
School is a co-ed school in George. It has boarding facilities too. Although open
to all cultures the lessons are only in Afrikaans. There are fees to pay which
puts it out of the reach of many.
We pass through Blanco – this part is the informal settlement of it. The houses
are mainly brick or painted concrete blocks. Roofs are tile or corrugated iron.
Eucalyptus trees abound. We drove past Fancourt, a world-famous estate, with
a very expensive golf course. George began life as a forestry settlement in the
days of the East India Company.
Our next stop was lunch at Redberry Farm located in the Yellowroot area.
The soil in this strawberry farm has the most beautiful fine tilth. It also has
family entertainment such as the largest permanent hedge maze in the
Southern hemisphere with a strawberry shape in the centre of course; along
with go karts, zorbing, small paddleboats, a small ride on train for children and
pony rides.
We all picked a
smallish plastic bowl
of strawberries. They
were a smaller, really
delicious variety. This
farm is really a tourist
attraction with a large
souvenir shop and.
We ordered lunch but had to wait for it to be served as they were really busy.
Warwick and I shared a mixed platter for two – it would actually have fed at
least four and still had leftovers. Our platter consisted of 4 large slices of corned
meat, 4 slices of ham, 3 large slices of brie, 4 x ½ slices of brown bread, 2
types of crackers, 6 olives (not for either Warwick or me!) 4 green figs in syrup
and a sauce of some kind. We sat with Graeme & Judy and their platter was
equally huge. I hope the Farm had a good use for the leftovers!
We also managed to browse in the lovely souvenir shop. A very pleasant
interlude.
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L-R Helen McKenzie (NZ), Dorothy Hancock (Aus), Aileen Dawes (Aus) & Judy Evans
(NZ) with full bowls
Photo: Petrusa Marais

After lunch we climbed on the bus – lucky to keep our eyes open after the
gargantuan lunch. First, we had to go over the Outeniqua Pass – the latest
version of the pass. There have been three others over the years – this was last
Montagu Pass but has now been improved and renamed. There are 40 bends
in the Pass. Petrusa gave us a geology lesson – Cape folded mountains,
sedimentary rocks, 800metres above sea level at the top. The highest point of
the Outeniqua range is 1,070metres.
Going downhill we see fields of hops growing – the only site they are grown in
South Africa. We are on our way to Buffelsdrift – 65kms from Redberry Farm.
The hills are very rocky; pink, orange and white with scrubby vegetation. On to
the N12 highway to Oudtshoorn, capital of ostrich farming. It is the main ostrich
farming area in South Africa. The hills are dry with some irrigation in the valley.
Some very large, very white, cumulonimbus clouds. The mountains on our left
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are the Swartberg Range. We have now entered the Little Karoo (Klein Karoo)
area. The Great Karoo is on the other side of the Swartbergs. We are now in
the summer rainfall area. The soil in the cutting is sienna red, the rocks are
white.
Oudtshoorn is a centre of agricultural trade for dairy products, lucerne, fruit,
vegetables, and tobacco, but it is particularly well-known for its
extensive
ostrich
farms and previously for its ostrich feather
industry. Unfortunately, of late, the industry has had many ups and downs with
bird flu resulting in the culling of thousands of birds.
The production of specialised agricultural seed is the biggest contributor to the
region's wealth today, but ostrich farming remains an important business with
leather and meat being the products now rather than feathers.
There were two ostrich-feather booms, during 1865–1870 and 1900–1914,
which truly established the settlement. This second boom peaked in 1913,

during which year the highest-quality feathers cost more than $32 a pound
in 2012 prices. Some very handsome buildings were built in the town during
this latter period.
Oudtshoorn is also home to the biggest Afrikaans theatre festival. An annual
event, it is held in March and run by the Little Karoo National Arts Festival
21st March. It includes both visual and performing arts.

Glamping Tents
Photo: Petrusa Marais
We arrived at Buffelsdrift
about 3pm. Amazing glamping
tents with wooden floors and a
great queen size bed. A
separate bathroom with a bath,
and an outdoor shower (the
latter a bit nippy in the morning
though). We put our gear in the
tents and blobbed for an hour or so and then it was off on a game drive with
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our particular guide being Johan – we viewed nyala, eland, springbok, mountain
zebra, sable, waterbuck, rhino and giraffes. From a high point looking over to
the mountains we saw beautiful velvety green, dune - like hills.
There were two groups of us on the drive – we rode in the ubiquitous Land
Rover safari vehicles and enjoyed the explanations of our rather exuberant
young guides.

Off on safari!

Photo: Petrusa Marais

Dinner was a choice of ostrich or beef steaks. The menu listed “deconstructed
milk tart” for dessert, served in a jam jar. Milk tart is a favourite traditional
dessert item in South Africa – they are very tasty as tarts.
When we retired to our tent after our full-on day, we found the beds turned
down, the window blinds zipped up and the aircon on full blast. A good bed, my
own pillow from home and a cooler temperature meant a great night’s sleep.
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Saturday 14th March
I rose about 6 am, dressed and went out to sit on a bench seat and watch the
three resident hippos in the lake just below the restaurant. The lake at the camp
end is edged by a haha so no danger of being too close to the hippos. It was
very peaceful. Breakfast about 7am. What would today bring?
We boarded our bus to visit the Cango Wildlife Ranch. Entry was through
head/mouth of a large concrete crocodile. Here we all sat between its teeth and
had our photo taken as a group.
Mind the teeth – the entrance to Cango

Wildlife Ranch
Duggy was introduced as our guide. He
was very entertaining as well as being
knowledgeable about all the featured
animals.
The park has over 90 different species.
This park does have some breeding
programmes in operation. These include
cheetahs (they have sent three to
Australia), flying fox bats and three types
of lemurs. They also have a breeding pair of the endangered pygmy hippos
(mainly found in Liberia) and recently successfully hatched out four endangered
radiated tortoises (from Madagascar). The ranch
belongs to the World Association of Zoos and
Aquariums amongst other memberships.
We saw white lions, a female leopard – unfortunately
her partner had died and they are monogamous so no
new mate for her - white Bengal tigers, a serval (a very
agile cat!), cheetahs and some cheetah kittens. These
are weaned at twenty-one days and then hand reared.
Nile crocodiles, flamingos, a maribou stork and 3 types
of vultures are also present. The white back vulture is
extremely rare – loss of habitat and accidental death by
eating poisoned carcasses have contributed to this.
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 Maribou stork

Next we visited Cango Ostrich
Farm. First, to see the birds –
varying ages in separate pens.
Judy Evans had a close encounter
with an ostrich here. They have
beautiful “butter wouldn’t melt
eyes” but… Our guide gave an
informative talk on the ups and
downs of ostrich farming in South
Africa. There was a small
museum and a wonderful shop
selling ostrich leather handbags
and other enticing products.
Judy Evans (NZ) & a rather friendly ostrich
From there it was a return to Buffelsdrift for lunch. Very slow service but it was
worth the wait. The elephant feeding was delayed for ½ an hour while we
finished eating. The elephants were two male and one female. Their parents
had been killed by poachers. They had been rescued and fed (36 litres of milk
4 hourly). Their devoted handler is Joseph Maseko, with any necessary help
from the Game Lodge assistants as required. These three are now teenagers.
The Ranger got one to say hello
and flap his ears. We took turn at
feeding them and stroking their
trunks. The trunks are very
bristly and strong. The female I
fed was called Malaika which
means Angel. Some people had
three trunk hugs at the same
time!

Bloom Wellington (Jamaica) &
her trio of trunk hugs
Photo: Petrusa Marais
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After lunch it was time to visit the Cango Caves. This venue is remembered
fondly by Red Poll breeders who were on the previous world tour here as the
place where Jasmine Holness from Jamaica sang. My sister, Diane, still speaks
of the beauty of her singing.
Our way takes in part of the old toll road to the Great Karoo through an amazing
rocky gorge in the Swartberg Mountains. We pass a small sheep farm, paddocks
of onions and irrigated pasture, also a very bare-land ostrich farm. Even an
“activities farm” – team building for corporates and schools which includes
camel riding in its programme.
The drive took about 30 minutes. From the brochure, “The caves began forming

20 million years ago when acidic ground water chemically eroded the 100 million
year old limestone rock although today’s dramatic stalactites and stalagmites
only began growing after the water which once filled the caves drained away:
a mere 3 million years ago.”
…”Although known by South Africa’s earliest people for around 80,000 years
they were not described until 1780 by Jacobus van Zyl.” The first large
chamber, as long as a football field, was named after him.
Today the caves are very commercial. Some interesting formations but in some
areas the cave floor has been highly modified. They used to hold concerts in
the big chamber, but this was stopped when it became evident the cave
interiors were being
damaged. They must
cater to some big
crowds going to the
caves as there were
at least 20 loos in the
women’s toilets!
 One of the amazing

stalactite formations
in the caves
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FROM THE MIDWEST OF THE USA - Feb 2021
Thought we were going to have a mild winter just like last year. Mother Nature
heard us the last week of January and it has not been above freezing (0 degree
C.) since, here in Ohio. At least it has not been below zero here yet. Northern
US and Canada are really suffering. Just got a new forecast we are supposed
to get 6—9 inches of snow this week. Better than down in Kentucky where they
are calling for 2-3 inches of ice. So, all in all, I still do not get to complain DARN. By time you read this we should be heading into Spring and then we can
complain about the MUD.
On a serious note, Covid seems to be abating or else enough people have had
it so we have less cases. Not sure I trust any of the counters though. Ohio just
released that they miscounted back in May so we have to add 500 cases to May
figure. Cannot understand. Cannot wait till this is over though some now say it
will last until 2024. I had it, not fun. Lost 25# in 3 weeks, put all back on since.
Easy to do when you spend 23 and ½ hours in the house. Nothing to do except
bake cookies and then no one to eat them except me. A well-balanced diet of
flour and sugar.
Cattle are great. They seem to adjust to weather, unlike we humans, at least I
do not hear them complain. They are slowly opening up the economy so it
appears like we will have the KY Red Poll sale in March, albeit with some
restrictions. Next on Red Poll agenda in our National Junior show in June (For
our Junior members). Those on the 2017 RP Tour this is the show we observed.
Hoping everything is more open by then.
On a personal note my health is improving gradually - at least not going
backwards. Therefore, I am looking forward to my 5th trip to NZ in 2023. Having
been on the other end of the planning I definitely appreciate the work that is
required to make it a success. However, I have total faith in the NZ Red Poll
people. (Side note - order an extra supply of rum, almost drank South Africa
out. For those that do not know me that is my futile attempt at humor - or by
UK spelling: humour).

Dan Schmiesing
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RED POLL CATTLE AT SHIWA N’GANDU, NORTHERN ZAMBIA
The herd of Red Poll cattle was established in 2010 when the very enthusiastic
Mark Taylor of Woragus Stud allowed us to have bull 08115, a pedigree bull
from
the
famous
Homalime
Red
Poll
stud
in
Kenya
(https://www.homalime.com). This bull’s offspring crossed with Borans (East
African Zebu) and the Jersey dairy herd impressed us so much that we offered
20 plus female stock, these animals become the basis for the Shiwa N’gandu
Red poll herd.

Homalime 08115, bred
by Jimmy Brookes of
Kenya in 2008

 First Red Poll cross calf born at Shiwa
The farm is in northern Zambia at
Shiwa N’gandu, with seasonal rain
fall (approx. 1,200 mm) all falling
from November to March, and a long
dry season with no grass growth.
The soils are very infertile and highly
acid from ph 3.8 to 4.2, so really
need to be looked after to grow good
grass and forage crops.
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The System - The herd of 95 Red Poll/Red Poll cross Boran cows are a
proportion of the 600 cow breeding herd. The animals with higher milk potential
are drafted into the ranch dairy herd, of approximately 30 milking cows. These
are milked once a day in the morning and suckle their calves during the day,
for a simple milk production system, dependent on the milk to feed ratio. As
this ratio is moving in a favourable direction we are expecting to draft in an
additional 48 heifers coming in behind this year into the Dairy herd.
Productivity and market - The milk is marketed directly to consumers, in a
naturally soured form, so milk composition of butter fat and protein is very
important. The cross bred herd yields approximately 3,400 litres per annum
(approx. 260 day lactation) with approx. 380 inter calving. In addition to a
weaner of approx. 200 kg at 8 months, which are then prepared for sale at 24
months (a year earlier than their Boran age mates) to aim for the peak
Christmas market. These finish with a weight of 380 kg. and a dressing out %
of 56 %. The cows are supplemented with a cost effective maize bran/protein
supplement, and farm-grown velvet bean/teff hay.
Breed selection - Animals with short hair and smooth coats are preferred as
they have significantly lower tick burden. In the past some South African and
Australian genetics have been introduced to provide some infusion. The farm
also carries 2,500 head of antelope and other wildlife.
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Very happy to answer any questions any Red Poll enthusiasts may have on this
simple ranch dairy system and how the Red Poll has been used to fit into our
system.

Charles & Jo Harvey
shiwa@shiwangandu.com

A ¾ bred Red Poll. She
produces 15 litres of milk
per day on a once per day
milking.
The milking parlour

 A young bull – just

weaned
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Red Poll Society (UK)
If you would like to join to the Red Poll Cattle Society
(UK) contact secretary@redpoll.co.uk
or write to:
The Secretary,
1 Nabbott Road,
Chelmsford,
Essex CM1 SW
The overseas membership subscription is £30 sterling; includes three printed
issues a year of the newsletter. The newsletter is also available to view on line
gratis.
Red Poll Merchandise
The UK Society has a fundraising 2021 Red Poll Calendar £6.75 plus post and
packaging; branded sweat & polo shirts etc for sale.
[Google “Red Poll Cattle Society UK, merchandise” Came up first time – Editor]

FROM THE EDITOR
Hi Everyone,
Thanks to those who contributed to this newsletter.
Don’t forget the old saying that a picture is worth a thousand words – so send
me photos. Preferably with captions that explain which animal/s or
person/people it is.
When taking photos watch the backgrounds for other cattle’s feet, grubby
behinds etc.
I never say no (well, rarely) to the written word either!

Helen
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URUGUAY NEWS
A short piece from Bill Hays, Uruguay -The Ynambu herd

Mainly
descended
from Oakwood Snowy
River. Formerly mine,
but now owned by
Sergei
Krawczyszyn,
my ex-foreman, known
as El Ruso. Lately bred
to
the
Robin
Thompson’s bull for
new blood.
(See back cover for a
photo of some of their
bulls)

This lovely drawing of a
gaucho and his horse was sent
to me by Bill. It was drawn by
Sergei. Bill says that Sergei
does not speak English
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ERNIE - AN ADVENTUROUS RED POLL BULL
A poem written to record how wandering a Red Poll called Ernie bull ended up
grazing the empty site next to Mc Donalds restaurant in Kaitaia. Ernie was bred
by Gena Shepherd and sold to Switzer Farms.

Robin L Shepherd
I tell you, this yarn is really true
But goes to show what a bull can do
When grass over there appears so green
But there’s a river in between
And an electric fence to keep bulls at home
And discourage any wish to roam
But Ernie knew the fence was shorting
So with a bit of discreet bovine snorting
He stepped right over the uncharged wire
And headed off for his desire.
Obstacle two was the river-bed
Where the low flow, it must be said
Allowed Ernie to just stroll across
Unbeknown to his boss
Who later found our Ernie absent
Then noticed that the fence was bent
And footprints led across the stream
Heading for where the grass was green.
And there he found Ernie grazing
With McDonald’s shoppers lined up gazing
At Ernie who was totally unperturbed
And had no wish to be disturbed
By his master who had tracked him down
To terminate bull’s trip to town
“It’s time for you to get out of here
And head homewards. Have I made that clear?”
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So Ernie without fuss or balking
Ambled off with his boss walking
As he accompanied Bernie back
Across the river and up the track
And over the defunct electric wire
To join his fellow pedigree sire
Who he told of his visit to the town
And of the grass he’d mown down.
And how people had stopped and stared
And that now the fence had been repaired
And the river level was now higher
He had expunged all desire
To once again be lured to see
How green the city grass might be.

Robin Shepherd
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ROSEMARKIE REPORT
Beautiful 35mm of rain this morning. A good thunderstorm last night with the
prolonged noise directly overhead for a while. Although we have had a tinge of
green all along the soil has been very dry. Fortunately, we had about 35mm a
few weeks ago and that has kept things ticking along. Be good to have a fresh
paddock or two to put the weaners on.
Once again, most of our bull calves look like being sold to a repeat buyer. He
was very happy with last year’s lot. I don’t think we will keep any bulls this year
although we have registered two. We will have three bulls next year anyway so
one to lease out if necessary.
Warwick is enjoying his retirement with his latest project being renewing (well,
a total re-build actually) two dog kennels. We have just a acquired a laid back
Beardy handy dog, Crim, from the deep south – a real character who so far is
getting on well with our heading dog, Boy. Warwick has insulated beneath the
kennels and given them a bit of a verandah for sunny days. When Crim’s arrival
was delayed at the Woodville rendezvous we took the opportunity for an
enjoyable hour’s catch up with Athol and Betty Sowry who were fortunately at
home.
Wairarapa breeders are looking forward to hosting the Annual AGM and Tour
so we hope that Covid stays away. We also hope you bring your full wallets to
acquire a female or two from Graeme and Judy’s dispersal sale.
The 7 cull cows, four R3 steers and one 18month bull went to the works a
couple of days ago. Fewer mouths to feed.
Might have some room for a cow or two from Graeme and Judy’s sale!
Photos Back Cover
Top: Bulls owned by Sergei Krawczyszyn, Uruguay
Bottom: Females at Schrafft Farms, Northland
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